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Thatcher: "I feel like a woman"

Décolletage Moment magazine, Paris

Mrs Margaret Thatcher during an exclusive interview with DM has

revealed that she is turning a new leaf in the books of history."We have

always felt that something was missing. We feel like we are now finally

blossoming into mature womanhood." These cryptic references to coming-

of-age and into high society have been sparked by the recent online

publication French Maid TV, subtitled 'the How-to video by French Maids'.

Rumours of Mrs. Thatcher - one of the most sought-after young women in

Britain - being available on the market, have been rampant for months in

London.

"Elton and I"(referring to her dinner guest), mrs Thatcher continues in a

moment of striking intimacy, "have for years discussed ways to find true

enlightenment for me. At one time, we considered gender-reassignment,

but this was during a very stressful and confused period during the

eighties. It was not for me. For work has always taxed me so - and we

have never had the opportunity to properly develop our personal

identities. And the time feels right now so we are today relishing finding

our inner bunny-girl and we encourage others to do likewise. "
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"There is a great deal to be learnt from these Americans. Video

podcasting, learning french, and how to please an audience with mere

pillow-fight or a hoover - had we known these effective direct-action

tactics in 1982 the world would be different."

Mrs. Thatcher goes on to relate the future of parliamentary work to dress

code and thinking different. "No, we don't think we are a corporate stooge

who is stuck in history. Quite the opposite, Forget the Conservatives. We

are now fully and funly Liberal, with a pinch of sexy Marxist nostalgia -

after all, we have always had a secret habit of all things hairy. "

The British Liberal Democrat HQ reps fell suddenly ill when contacted, and

declined to comment officially.

French Maid TV
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about it's all lies
It's not "The Onion", "The Chaser" or
"Private Eye", but it is as fake as
Tara Reid's left nipple and maybe
even more fun to watch as it walks
unsupported down the street.

If you would like to contribute, email
its_all_lies_blog@hotmail.com and we
may reply.
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